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“Star Arcade launches Crazy Gardens, its latest mobile social game” 

 

14 June 2012, Helsinki, Finland, Star Arcade, www.star-arcade.com the global leader 

for multiplayer mobile gaming today announced the launch of “Crazy Gardens” 

mobile social game that has been launched on the iPhone App Store, Google Play and 

the Nokia App Store. 

 

Crazy Gardens offers turn-by-turn gameplay between mobile players on different 

devices who are able to plant seeds, flowers, weeds and carnivorous plants to get 

success by planting four plants in horizontal and vertical rows. However, the garden 

sabotage strategies, weapons and tools used by opposing players are what make the 

game highly competitive and entertaining.  

 

Harri Myllyla, CEO, Star Arcade announced the launch of the new game by 

adding, “Crazy Gardens is available on multiple smartphone operating systems and 

can be played by players anywhere in the world irrespective of the device or network 

they are using. The game is very addictive and is supported by additional exciting 

features such as in-game chat, virtual goods, rematch options and enhanced 

Facebook integration” 

 

"Star Arcade games are simple to understand, highly entertaining and extremely 

competitive which creates a very compelling proposition for social gamers who want 

to play games from any device. Star-Arcade is focussed on delivering entertaining 

social games for the next billion gamers coming from the emerging markets. 

Providing a true multi player and platform experience is our unique product 

advantage and we plan to continue to build on it with the launch of new games such 

as Crazy Gardens.” Harri Myllyla concluded. 

 

http://www.star-arcade.com/
http://www.star-arcade.com/


 
To download and play Crazy Gardens please visit http://www.star-

arcade.com/en/games/id/71  

 

Star Arcade games are free to download for consumers on a global basis and we only 

charge for premium versions of the games. Star Arcade is focussed on creating the 

world’s largest multi player and platform gaming community. We have customers 

from over 180 countries and we want to blur the geographic and technical borders of 

social gaming. 

 

Star Arcade is a global mobile social gaming community delivering multiplatform 

games to consumers from fast emerging markets of India, South America, Far East 

and Africa. Star Arcade provides a social network, where anyone can join the 

community and just start playing, regardless of their device, operator or country. Star 

Arcade development hub is in Finland and has offices in the UK. For more 

information visit www.star-arcade.com . 
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